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Part I

ORIENTATION



Welcome to this lifetime. This lifetime is just one event
during the course of your existence.



You are energy with self-determination. You have elected
to come to this lifetime as a means of self-expression.



Your mission during this lifetime, should you accept it, is
to learn certain lessons, all which have been

predetermined by you.



At the end of this lifetime learning experience, your body
will self-destruct.



This lifetime is yours to use as you see fit.



Parts and components of this lifetime are not covered by
a lifetime guarantee.



During this lifetime, you are not necessarily bound by the
physical laws of the universe as you now understand

them.



Proper identification is required for admission to this
lifetime.



Enter this lifetime at your own risk.



WARNING

The contents of this lifetime are under extreme pressure.



DANGER

Protective clothing must be worn during this lifetime.



WARNING

Exposer to this lifetime may be harmful.



WARNING

This lifetime carries the death penalty.



CAUTION

This lifetime back up.



NOTICE

This lifetime is not self-contained.



CAUTION NON-SWIMMERS

Do not jump into the deep end of life.



For quick service in this lifetime, please take a number.



This lifetime is packaged in a disposable container.



For your comfort and enjoyment, this lifetime has been
pressurized.



Minimum daily requirements for participation in this
lifetime have not been established.



This lifetime is B. Y. O. B.



This lifetime is void where prohibited.



This lifetime is subject to change without notice.



Early termination of this lifetime may carry a penalty.



Check one:

     ___Part-time lifetime (less than 12 credits)

___Full-time lifetime (12 credits or more)



Part II

 BEGIN



WARNING

The following lifetime may contain portions dealing with
sex and violence and viewer discretion is advised.



I decided to take a chance and go ahead

with this lifetime.



Wow! There was so much noise at the start of

this lifetime that I didn’t hear the gun go off.



This lifetime looks familiar.



I’ve had to take this lifetime over...they lost

my chart.



Was this lifetime by choice or did I have other

plans?



It seems I forgot something when I came to

this lifetime.



Did I show up at the right place but the

wrong lifetime?



Did I have a definite purpose for coming to

this lifetime?



I wonder if I came to this lifetime because of

mistakes made in the last one.



The next time I come to spend a lifetime, I

hope I can recall its purpose.



I supposed that if this lifetime wasn’t

necessary, I wouldn’t be here.



Maybe I should have taken a lifetime

aptitude test.



Even though I don’t recall why I’ve come to

this lifetime, I’m trying to live it so I won’t

have to come back.



Even without recalling the purpose of this

lifetime, perhaps I’m being guided to its

fulfillment.



If I don’t do well in this lifetime, I may be

retained.



I may be picking up some bad habits in this

lifetime that I might not be able to break for

several lifetimes to come.



I wonder what impact this lifetime is having

on me.



I can’t remember enough of my last lifetime

to be of any help to me.



Maybe if I had my notes from last lifetime,

this one would be easier.



 I just know I took notes last lifetime so I

could refer to them later. I wonder where I

put them. I bet I left them in Alexandria.



Where can I hide my notes from this lifetime

so I can find them next? I probably should

make a backup copy.



Perhaps these pages should be included in my

notes from this lifetime.



I hope I can remember next lifetime what I’m

learning now. I would hate to have to start

all over.



I must have enjoyed my previous lifetimes...or

I wouldn’t have come back.



Until all the facts are in from last lifetime, I

must proceed with caution in this one.



No one knew I was coming to this lifetime... I

forgot the invitation said 

“R. S. V. P.”



While attending this lifetime, I hope I don’t

spend all my time sitting in the corner just

listening to the band.



While the band takes a break, maybe I’ll sing.



I hope I don’t wake up from this lifetime with

a headache.



I’m living so that when I wake up from this

lifetime, I can remember what I did.



I’m living this lifetime so that when it’s over,

no one will have to drive me home.



Up to this point my life has been hor

d’hoeuvres. I think the main course will be

coming soon.



While I’m visiting this lifetime, I wonder

what’s going on back home.



THIS LIFETIME IS TEMPORARILY OUT OF ORDER.



Is my body still under warranty?



I’m going to exchange my body. This one is

defective.



If I can’t exchange this body, can I get a

refund?



I think I’ll attend a lifetime counseling

seminar.



DETOUR

This lifetime is temporarily under construction.



SLOW

Lifetime
Repairs
Ahead



Please excuse the inconvenience. I’m

remodeling this lifetime.



Will jogging help get me in shape for next

lifetime?



This lifetime may be a sample of lies ahead.



I’m fattening up so I can make it through

next lifetime.



So far this lifetime has been week days. I’m

looking forward to the weekend.



Maybe I should have attended a practice

session before I came to this lifetime.



I thought this lifetime would be easy.



Sometime during this lifetime, I hope I get up

to bat.



Some time during this lifetime, I hope they

call a play I know.



I’m studying the play book just in case I get

to carry the ball.



Can I turn the channel and watch a

different lifetime for a while?



During this lifetime, I’m doing my own

stunts.



I’m ad-libbing my way through this lifetime

because I can’t remember my line and I can’t

hear the prompter.



In this lifetime, I think I’m an understudy.



I seem to have not gotten involved in this

lifetime until Act III.



This is not my lifetime. I’m filling in for

someone.



During this lifetime, I must remember who I

really am.



I may audition for the leading role next

lifetime.



So far during this lifetime, I’ve been required

to take basics. I wonder when I get to choose

electives.



Sooner or later I may want to pursue an

alternate lifetime.



What I’m learning this lifetime may or may

not be relevant.



I get the feeling that not all of what I’m

learning this lifetime is true.



I have very little time to learn things that I

can only use in this lifetime.



I came to this lifetime to teach but so far no

one has signed up for my class.



When I return home from this lifetime, maybe

I’ll write a training manual.



If only I had know last lifetime what I know

now....



I gave at the last lifetime.



I’m finding it difficult to get involved in

certain activities during this lifetime.



I’m trying to squeeze all I can out of this

lifetime, but the problem  is I started

squeezing in the middle.



I hope to get through this lifetime before my

breaks give out... I seem to be using them a

lot.



During this lifetime, I’ll never apologize for

being human.



Some things that I want to do, I think will

have to wait for other lifetimes.



I may need more lifetimes to satisfy all my

desires.



It feels as though everything I’m doing this

lifetime is leading up to something.



I hope that the sacrifices of this lifetime can

be made up in the next.



I hope to get to another lifetime before the

fire goes out.



I will not be able to complete my philosophy of

life during just one lifetime.



This space-time lifetime seems so real.



It’s getting pretty hot in this lifetime... I may

have to step out for a breath of fresh air.



 I’ve been referred to this lifetime for spiritual

therapy.



This lifetime may be a breakthrough.



I hope during this lifetime, I at least reach

spiritual puberty.



PART III

NOT ALONE



During this lifetime, I hope I get to meet

everyone I came to see.



I’m glad I didn’t come to a singles lifetime.



You must have permission to enter my

lifetime.



Thanks for inviting me to your lifetime.



I see you started this your lifetime without

me. Did I miss much?



If I had known you were in this lifetime, I

would have come sooner.



When you called me to invite me to your

come-as-you-are lifetime, I was in the

shower.



I almost didn’t come to this lifetime, but now

that I’ve met you, I’m glad I did.



Haven’t we meet some lifetime else?



How did you know I was here?



I don’t know what I would have done this

lifetime if you hadn’t shown up.



I didn’t have anyone to talk to until you

came to my lifetime.



...Now, where was it we left off last lifetime?



I will not hold you to any promises made last

lifetime.



We met so late this lifetime... Let’s get together

a little sooner next time. I think you were

about to....



You seem so out of character this lifetime.



Somehow, it’s not quite the same this lifetime,

is it?



It seems we’ve gotten off to a bad start. Let’s

try to start all over again in another

lifetime.



You seem so out of place. Are you in the right

lifetime?



Are you perhaps living this lifetime by the

rules of your last?



You had a headache last lifetime too.



If you do that one more lifetime, it’s all over

between us.



Did we choose our differences this lifetime just

to overcome them?



I hope that my presence in your lifetime has

not been an inconvenience to you.



Be patient with me. I may not be ready for

you this lifetime.



Maybe we had an agreement not to spend a

whole lifetime together.



When I left last lifetime, I was going to say

good-bye but you weren’t around. Maybe we

can leave together this time.



Why am I on so many one way streets? Maybe

last lifetime they all went the other way.



Any agreements made between us will expire

at the end of this lifetime.



Try not to be so late for our next lifetime

together, okay?



One thing that we may have in common is

that we set our differences aside to come to

this lifetime.



Why do I feel so guilty for coming to your

lifetime. There’s no one else home, is there?



We’ve got to stop meeting in this lifetime...

Someone is going to find out.



Please, not here... Let’s go some lifetime else.



How will I recognize you next lifetime?



I’ll probably feel guilty when I return from

this lifetime.



Will you still feel the same about me when

you wake up in the next lifetime?



If we love each other between lifetimes, then

we will know it’s real.



I love you enough to let move on to other

lifetimes.



My present lifetime is sold out but I have

tickets available for my next.



Our moment together will come but maybe

not in this lifetime.



Sometimes it hurts to see how much you love

me. I’m sorry I can’t accommodate you this

lifetime.



Even if we had nothing going for us in a

previous lifetime, we sure have something

started for the next.



We spent so little time together this lifetime,

let’s plan a little better next time.



Perhaps the memories of these few moments

together will be enough to bring us together

again in other lifetimes.



Thanks for coming to this lifetime as yourself.



Today seems very special. Maybe it was our

anniversary in another lifetime.



When you were leaving last lifetime, you were

saying something about, “...is that all there

is?”



You left last lifetime so suddenly, I didn’t get

a chance to say good-bye.



Before it’s too late in this lifetime, I want to

tell you that I love you.



I see you’ve chosen a different color this

lifetime. It’s very becoming on you...  Any

problems with it?



I’d love you no matter whose body you were

in.



When you get ready to leave this lifetime,

would you mind waiting for me? I may have

a few things to finish up but I want to leave

with you.



Are we doing everything we couldn’t do last

lifetime?



This lifetime has been fun. Let’s do another

together sometime.



When I go to another lifetime, would you

care to ride along?



If you arrive at the next lifetime before I do,

you can start without me.



If I get to the next lifetime before you do, I’ll

save you a seat.



If you get to the next lifetime before I do, save

me a seat by the window.



When you get to the next lifetime, call me.



Without relationships, this lifetime would be

meaningless.



PART IV

MOVING ON



This lifetime has been interesting. I think I’ll

sign up for the advanced.



I would have missed out on a lot of living if I

hadn’t come to this lifetime.



I’ve had no response to my request to be

transferred to another lifetime.



I’m so tired... I may fall asleep before this

lifetime is over.



In this lifetime, if I only had.... Oh well, I’ll

never forget the memories I could have had.



Maybe next lifetime, I’ll just stay home and

watch TV.



After I leave this lifetime, I hope I won’t have

to come back for something I forgot to do.



I may want to visit last lifetime before I go on

to the next.



After I complete this lifetime, I may want to

go back and make a few changes.



I think I’ll wait a lifetime or two before I

become famous again... I need the rest.



Between lifetimes, I’m going to take the

phone off the hook.



When I came to this lifetime, I bought my

talents as a dish to pass....



....and any achievements, I leave as a gift for

the hostess.



When the final curtain come to this lifetime,

please applaud.



If there is enough applause, I may return for

a brief encore.



I hope I’m in the proper lane when I come to

the lifetime exit ramp.



FINAL NOTICE

Your lifetime is about to expire. You must soon vacate the
premises. For possible renewal or extension, please

contact the office immediately.



                                                          i
This lifetime may have a surprise en d             g.

                                                                  n



                     

                       CHECKOUT  LANES

                      Express                   More
                      Lifetime

                                                    than
                       8 Items                    
                        or less                                  8 items

                                                                      



Welcome home. This lifetime has just been one event
during the course of your existence...



I’ve moved to a new lifetime. Please see the enclose map.
Thank you.



This lifetime cannot be completed as dialed. Please hang
up and dial again or ask your local operator for assistance.



The lifetime you dialed is no longer in service. Please
consult your directory for the new number.



Any resemblance or similarity between this lifetime and
any other is purely coincidental.



Any rebroadcast or duplication of this lifetime without
expressed written permission of its owner is strictly

prohibited.



My favorites:



My notes:



My own:
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